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Major School Curriculum Projects

AAAS Process Approach:
The American Association for the
Advancement of Science Process Approach, developed in 1962, emphasizes not the content of science but
scientific processes used by scientists
in their work. It has developed science courses for kindergarten through
sixth grade and is currently working
on curriculum for the later grades.
BSCS:
The Biological Sciences Curriculum
Study, developed by the American Institute of Biological Science and the
University of Colorado, has developed three versions of high school biology courses based on the inquiry
method, and is currently working on
two others for advanced and slow students. The project, initiated in 1959,
is also financed by the Asia Foundation and the Rockefeller Foundation.
CBA:
The Chemical Bond Approach Project, initiated in 1959, has developed
an outline for a high school chemistry
course based on concepts stressing the
electrical bond between chemicals.
CBA promotes the presentation of
chemistry as a process of investigation.
CHEMS:
The Chemical Education Material
Study employs the same method of
teaching as CBA, but the continuity
of the program relies not on the electrical bond concept but a series of
concepts basic to an understanding of
chemistry. The University of California and the Harvey Mudd College
sponsor the study.

CBMI:
Computer-Based Mathematics Instruction, sponsored by the Institute
for Mathematical Studies in Social
Sciences at Stanford University and
jointly financed by NSF and the Carnegie Corporation of New York, is
based on the logic of the computer.
The project has experimented with
mathematics instruction given by remote control through use of teletype
machines. The present laboratory at
Stanford features six student computer-teaching stations. A new system
with sixteen stations was to have been
installed this summer.
ESCP:
The Earth Science Curriculum Project emphasizes scientific inquiry by
the student. It combines material from
biology, chemistry, mathematics, and
physics to develop concepts and define processes in earth science. The
American Geological Institute sponsors the project, NSF financed since
1963.
ESSP:
The Elementary School Science
Project has designed courses for the
elementary grades which teach children to use basic scientific skills. The
Physics-Education Department at the
University of Utah has sponsored the
project since 1962.
ECCP:
The Engineering Concepts Curriculum Project, sponsored by the Commission of Engineering Education, b egan working in 1963 to develop and
test a high school course to acquaint
students with technical principles. Its
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purpose is to give youngsters who are
not headed for an engineering career
a basic understanding of engineering
concepts.
Harvard Project Physics
This project, begun in 1962 on the
Harvard University campus with
funds from NSF, the Carnegie Corporation, and the Sloan Foundation,
has developed a physics course for
high schools. The course encourages
students to investigate fully important
discoveries in physics.
IPS:
Introductory Physical Science project, sponsored by Educational Services, Incoporated, places great importance on student laboratory experiences. IPS has designed a one-year
course in physical science for the junior high years which includes low-cost
laboratory equipment to b e used in
ordinary classrooms.
ISCS:
Florida State University, with the
support of the U.S. Office of Education, is undertaking a major effort in
junior high school curriculum development. The overall objective is to
develop and evaluate a coordinated
science sequence for grades seven
through nine. The project began in
1966.
MINNEMAST:
This project, active since 1963, is
developing and testing a two-year
physics-chemistry high school course
using the approach and content developed by three other projects-CEA,
CHEMS, and PSSC.
The Minnesota Mathematics and
Science Teaching Project, sponsored
by the University of Minnesota, originated in 1961 to produce a coordi-

nated program of science and mathematics for kindergarten through the
sixth grade.
PSSC:
Physical Science Study Committee
has developed a physics course for
high school which employs laboratory
experimentation to encourage a student's spirit of inquiry. PSSC, organized in 1956 by Educational Services,
Incorporated, has been developing
course outlines and materials in advanced topics for use in high schools
and colleges since 1962.
SMSG:
The School Mathematics Study
Group, sponsored by Stanford University and the Conference Board of the
Mathematical Sciences, has written
mathematics course materials for kindergarten through twelfth grade.
Since its organization in 1958, however, its primary purpose has been to
stimulate research in better ways of
teaching mathematics.
SCIS:
The Science Curriculum Improvement Study is interested in increasing
students' understanding of scientific
terminology and basic concepts. It has
written course outlines and materials
for kindergarten through sixth grade
based on the discovery method.
SSSP:
The Secondary School Science Project, organized by Princeton University in 1962, has worked to develop a
high school science program which is
flexible in structure. Also called the
Princeton Project, SSSP has written
materials describing content, .the sh1dents' and teachers' role in the program, and testing methods.
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A complete listing of the sixty-one
study groups with descriptions can be
obtained from Dr. J. David Lockard,

Intemational Clearinghouse, Science
Teaching Center, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20740.

DR. PORTER RECEIVES AWARD
HQ, U.S. ARMY WEAPONS COMMAND, Rock Island, Illinois, F ebruary 2, 1968-Dr. Thomas R. Porter, of
The University of Iowa, has been
awarded a Patriotic Civilian Service
Award by the U.S. Army W eapons
Command.
Dr. Porter, head of science education at The University of Iowa, received the award for his many conhibutions to the U.S. Army Junior Science and Humanities Program.
In making the presentation, B1ig.
General W. J. Durrenberger, commanding general of the Army W eapons Command, lauded Dr. Porter for
his many contributions to the program.
Since planning for the regional
symposium was started in 1962, Dr.
Porter has been director of the program. This responsibility required extensive time and effort. The results
have b een outstanding and commendable.
Since 1964 the U.S. Army Weapons
Command and The University of
Iowa have annually sponsored a regional symposium for outstanding high
school teachers and students. Last
year more than 200 teachers and students from fifty-two high schools in

Iowa and Western Illinois participated in the program. This year the
Symposium will be held in April at
The University of Iowa. It will be
jointly sponsored by The University
of Iowa, U.S. Army Weapons Command, D eere & Company, and Collins
Radio Corporation.
In recognition of the outstanding
program presented by The University
of Iowa and Army Weapons Command, the 1968 National Junior Science and Humanities Symposium will
be held at the University in May.
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